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Creating a secure learning environment to prevent 
violence and bullying at school

ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN,
THE IDEA AND THE GOALS

MORE ABOUT THE PROGRAM
HTTP://BIT.LY/STEPS TOGETHER
#LETSSTOPVIOLENCE

The proposed activation exercises for pupils have been selected while piloting 

the ‘Steps Together’ comprehensive school program for a secure learning 

environment and prevention of school violence and bullying, developed 

and implemented between 2019 and 2022 jointly by UNICEF Bulgaria and 

the Ministry of Education and Science, with the active participation of five 

schools in Bulgaria.

The Program builds upon the existing good practices and country-specific 

experience, and supports the implementation of the Mechanism of 

Counteracting School Bullying and Violence in institutions of preschool and 

school education, and the policy towards a secure educational environment.

THE ‘STEPS 
TOGETHER’  

PROGRAM IS  
BASED ON:

Support and promotion of 

a school culture of mutual 

respect, equal dignity, and 

fairness. 

Promotion of the informed 

and competent participation 

of all members of the school 

community: teachers, pupils, 

parents, school management.

 Implementing a 

comprehensive approach 

to schooling by supporting 

activities at every level within 

the school.
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http://bit.ly/stupki-zaedno
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%BE


AT SCHOOL LEVEL

WHAT WE LEARNED FROM THE PUPILS THEMSELVES

AT CLASSROOM LEVEL

AT INDIVIDUAL PUPIL LEVEL

WORK WITH PUPILS UNDER THIS PROGRAM IS CARRIED OUT:

IN THE FOCUS GROUPS WE CONDUCTED WE WERE TOLD THAT: 
‘They would be motivated if they can be heard and feel significant. They seek an opportunity to express themselves as 

the way to unite the school community. Everybody said they were willing to take part in changing the environment, but 

they didn’t know how. They need to develop their presentation and public speaking skills and the ability to voice their 

messages before an audience. They prefer interesting activities: games, projects, campaigns and contests. There is a 

general though vague impression that the high schoolers are role models for the younger pupils”.
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Cultivating a positive identification of the pupils with the school, a 

sense of belonging to the school culture and community. The school 

culture is built upon universal school values, rules and consequences, 

and upon the recovery approach.

Establishing peer support groups aimed at strengthening the listening 

and communication skills of pupils, honing their social abilities, as 

well as their ability to be advocates of change. Such groups can 

help excluded pupils join the rest of the school community, as well 

as provide counseling to pupils with a propensity for impulsivity in 

conflict resolution.

Securing an opportunity for the pupil council to participate in an 

informed and competent manner in creating a secure school 

environment – by holding regular meetings, conducting campaigns 

and launching its own projects.

At the start of the ‘Steps Together’ program, a baseline survey was conducted in all five schools to establish the current status 

of the school environment and collect information about instances of bullying and violence, as well as to find out whether the 

pupils are motivated to play an active part in their prevention. 

Establishing the school class as a concerned 

community of relationships and acceptance, mutual 

respect and assistance, through class workshops 

aimed at social and emotional learning and creating 

values and class rules originating from the pupils 

themselves.

Providing enabling conditions for every pupil to 

be accepted and to identify with the community, 

to participate in an informed manner in the 

establishment of a secure school environment, as well 

as to seek assistance when faced with challenges. 

Pupils and teachers adopt and apply individually the 

value recovery approach in cases where the adopted 

relationship values have been violated.



Adult coordinators are also taking part in organizing and moderating the 

activation exercises: the homeroom teachers, the PE/art/IT teacher or the 

school psychologist/counsellor; in addition, the school principal may join in 

some of the activation exercises where they involve the entire school. Each of 

the proposed activities is described in detail, stating its purpose, participants, 

the appropriate date and time for conducting it, and containing guidance about 

how to prepare and execute the activation exercise.
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We collected their ideas and opinions and, on that basis, prepared these proposals for activation exercises that can be conducted 

at any time, in any school, irrespective of whether it is located in a city, town or village, and whether it has prior experience with 

violence prevention programs or not. All it takes is enthusiasm and a good disposition! 

Activation exercises can be initiated and supported by different pupils’ groups such as the pupil councils, the school parliament, 

groups of pupil helpers, special interest clubs, debating societies, sports teams, Bulgarian Red Cross volunteers, etc.

IMPORTANT 

It is advisable that such 
activation exercises are 
conceived in the context 

of the school’s strategy for 
prevention of violence and 

bullying, which will contribute 
to a more systematic and 
thorough approach, will 

engage a large portion of 
the school community and 
will have a longer-lasting, 
more significant effect on 

the change towards a more 
secure school environment. 

It is also advisable that 
the activation exercises be 

considered and planned as a 
series of events for each of the 

educational stages and that 
they are organized throughout 
the course of the school year. 

To assist with their planning, 

we offer you a Calendar of the 

more important international 

dates to which the activation 

exercises can be connected.

INTERNATIONAL THANK-YOU DAY
NATIONAL HUGGING DAY

INTERNATIONAL LOVERS DAY
NATIONAL RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS DAY

PINK SHIRT DAY –  
INTERNATIONAL ANTI-BULLYING DAY
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF HAPPINESS

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF FAMILIES
WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF FRIENDSHIP
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE

WORLD SMILE DAY
INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR TOLERANCE

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN SOLIDARITY DAY

11 JANUARY 
21 JANUARY 
14 FEBRUARY
17 FEBRUARY
LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH  
OF FEBRUARY
20 MAY
15 MAY
1 JUNE 
9 JUNE
2 OCTOBER
7 OCTOBER
16 NOVEMBER
20 DECEMBER

CALENDAR (download from here in a 
format convenient for your planning):

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2018/Oleg Popov

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEg__7uOGM/ONx9lOPrZSYfpQwWpQq8eQ/view?utm_content=DAEg__7uOGM&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton


To stimulate interest, engagement and best results
DIFFERENTIATION BY AGE GROUPS
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The activation exercises for pupils are divided by age groups, 

in consideration of the interests and abilities of each age. 

The idea is to engage everyone in a creative way through 

conversations, activities, sports and arts, in order for them to 

build their own understanding of how to cope with situations 

of aggression and bullying. 

Based upon an analysis of the focus groups in the five pilot 

schools, we identified activities that could work in different 

age groups and, most importantly, would build the children’s 

confidence and provoke their enthusiasm.

HELP FROM WITHIN: CHILDREN AGAINST BULLYING
PUPILS’ ACTION PLAN

Practice has shown that violence and bullying can be 

prevented if teachers, pupils and parents join forces for 

concerted action. 

Dividing the activation exercises by age group is advisable 

but not mandatory. The children or their adult helpers may 

borrow and adapt ideas from other age groups to suit their 

own needs.



Age group

6-9-YEAR-OLDS 
1ST TO 4TH GRADE

LIST OF ACTIVATION 
EXERCISES

Contract

The folds of the heart

A tree with ribbons

The four corners

Step by step

A chain of friends

The letter storage box

‘Step by Step’ cards

The talking stick

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

FEATURES

NECESSARY RESOURCES

CURIOUS, ENTHUSIASTIC, FUN-LOVING

COORDINATOR: A TEACHER, A PSYCHOLOGIST OR 
A HIGHER GRADE PUPIL

The activation exercises for this age group focus on 

games and the applied arts.

On account of the age differences, the activation exercises in 

this groups must be initiated and guided by an older person, 

acting as coordinator. He/she should provoke the children’s 

interest and guide them towards the desired conclusions.
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and signing of a solemn contract
6-9-year-olds

AN OATH AGAINST 
VIOLENCE

DOWNLOAD THE CONTRACT 
HERE
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AT SCHOOL LEVEL

Then each of them signs it with 
his/her name and personal sign of 
kindness

At a solemn ceremony, each 
of the children receives his/her 
respective contract, returned with 
a signature and a pledge of the 
school principal.

AT SCHOOL LEVELAT SCHOOL LEVEL

The children fill in a standard 
form of the contract

They decorate it with drawings, 
decals, or stamps.

DESCRIPTION

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEcfhTqA9I/_-l9Ils3EYENABBR8PpNmw/view?utm_content=DAEcfhTqA9I&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton


ADDITIONAL CLARIFICATIONS
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An oath against violence 
6-9-year-olds

WHEN?
This activation exercise is suitable for the start of the school year – this is 

the time when the school rules are explained to the pupils. The signing of 

the contract and the solemn pledge could make an entertaining addition 

to this otherwise boring procedure, as far as the children are concerned. 

The activation exercise will engage the pupils in a positive way, without 

threats and or bans.

ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS
HOMEROOM TEACHER, SCHOOL PRINCIPAL (IF WILLING)

The homeroom teacher provides a copy of the declaration for each 

child. During homeroom class, the pupils are given an explanation of 

the meaning of that solemn pledge: why it is important that they do not 

remain silent when they witness violence or bullying; why it is important 

to reach out and side with the victim; why it is important to be real friends 

and not hurt other children, even in jest or play. 

The principal may participate in person or delegate his/her assistant or 

another person to help with the filling in of the declaration forms. Store-

bought rubber stamps with images of children’s characters can be used as 

‘as a sign of kindness’.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE
AND POSSIBLE FOLLOW-UPS

The signing of a contract is a time-tested measure in children’s psychology. 

It is an act that makes children feel equal to the adults. The symbolic 

signing makes them more committed to the given pledge. 

The contracts may be displayed visibly in 

the classroom or, alternatively, each child 

may take his/her contract home; the child 

will be asked by the homeroom or any 

other teacher currently working with the 

class to produce or recall the contract in 

a conflict situation.

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
AN ACTIVATION EXERCISE MAY 
BE CONDUCTED FOR ALL
PUPILS AT THE ELEMENTARY 
STAGE SIMULTANEOUSLY.

The school may organize a special 

ceremony where one child from each 

form will do a symbolic contract signing.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2017
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THE FOLDS OF THE HEART

9

PURPOSE

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR 
THE EVE OF ST. VALENTINE’S 

The paper hearts may be used for making Valentine’s Day 

cards.

ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS
A TEACHER, THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST OR A 
HIGHER GRADE PUPIL

The project may be assigned to a peer support group. It is 

recommended that the teacher would be present, too.

THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE PROVIDES 
CHILDREN WITH A COMPELLING 
VISUALIZATION  
OF THE EFFECTS THAT HURTFUL, INSULTING 
WORDS OR AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR HAVE ON 
OTHERS. THIS IS A SIMPLE ACTIVITY AND 
A WONDERFUL REMINDER FOR THEM  
TO BE KIND TO OTHERS

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
• A paper heart cutout

• Examples of hurtful words or acts 

• Examples of kind words and acts 

• Cards with heart images

6-9-year-olds
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The folds of the heart 
6-9-year-olds

AFTER THAT
The children may make a Valentine’s Day card from the 

heart and send it to a classmate with a message: Keep 

your heart wrinkle-free.

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
The school may set up an exhibition of the cards of the 

elementary classes. Thus, higher grade pupils will be 

engaged in the activation exercise.

DESCRIPTION
• Each child makes a paper cutout of a heart or 

the entire class makes one large paper heart.

• The coordinator (a teacher, the school 
psychologist or a higher grade pupil) asks 
the children to give examples of things 
people say or do that hurt other people’s 
feelings. If you are using one big heart for 
the whole group, pass it round, so that each 
pupil can make a fold in it.

• Then ask the children to share episodes in 
their lives when other people made them feel 
good. For each example open one fold in the 
heart.

After each example, the coordinator asks the 
children how the heart looks now. They discuss 
the effects that a hurtful attitude may have on 
people’s hearts, because the wrinkles can never 
disappear completely. The children must learn 
how to behave, so they don’t cause folds in the 
hearts of their peers.



A TREE WITH RIBBONS
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PURPOSE

A TREE WITH RIBBONS IS A VISUAL SYMBOL  
OF HOW BEAUTIFUL LIFE COULD BE  
WITHOUT VIOLENCE AND BULLYING

Decorating the tree is an interactive and hands-on activity, a shared 
experience in which anyone can partake. Each child contributed his 
or her creative ideas also by writing positive messages on ribbons 
that are then tied on to the branches.

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A LOW TREE OR BUSH
Best located in the school yard 

or somewhere close by, so that 

children can observe the results of 

their work.

FABRIC STRIPS 
The ribbons can also be made from 

packing tape or garlands. 

MESSAGES 
To be written on the ribbons.

6-9-year-olds
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A tree with ribbons 
6-9-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The strips/ribbons are cut to a length of ca. 1 

meter. 

• Each child must write/draw a message 
addressed to the tree, answering one of the 
following 3 questions: 

° If you plant a small seed, what would you 
tell it about violence and bullying, so that 
it would grow into a healthy tree? 

° What would you change in the school 
yard to protect the tree from being hurt? 

° How could you support a sapling or a 
child that is being bullied? 

• Each ribbon must be attached securely to a 
separate branch so it would hang gracefully 
to the ground.

Other children from the school may join in 
decorating the tree if they wish. This will ensure 

greater sustainability of the project. Also, more 
children will get to know the idea and the 
messages.

In the winter, the tree with ribbons will survive 
being ‘bullied’ by the bad weather.

In the spring, before the trees shoot leaves, the 
project coordinator will bring the children to the 
decorated tree and encourage them to compare 
it to other trees. Despite the ‘assaults’ of the 
winter, it will have remained more beautiful that 
the others because it has the support of the 
young pupils.

The conclusion the children should arrive at 
is that, with the joint efforts and support of 
friends and peers, anyone can be saved from 
insults and bullying.

WHEN?
In the autumn, when the trees have shed 

their leaves.

ENGAGED  
PARTICIPANTS
A teacher, the school psychologist or a 

higher grade pupil.

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
The activation exercise can be organized simultaneously for all children in the elementary stage.  

Thus all trees in the school yard or in the immediate vicinity will be decorated.



THE FOUR CORNERS
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6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Four hand-drawn posters:

‘It happened to me’ 

‘It happened to a friend’

‘I did this to someone’

‘I’ve never seen this’

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR 
ANY MOMENT THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL 
YEAR

ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS
THE CLASSROOM TEACHER, A SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGIST OR THE PE TEACHER
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THE FOUR CORNERS
6-9-year-olds

THE POSTERS
They are made from large sheets of cardstock. The activity coordinator 

may prepare the posters beforehand or include the children in their 

preparation. In addition to the four standard inscriptions, the children 

can decorate them with illustrations of each of the 4 situations.

DESCRIPTION
The activation exercise can take place in the 
classroom if the desks are moved along the walls 
to clear come space. The school gymnasium is also 
suitable for this activity. It can also be conducted 
in the school yard, in which case instead of paper 
posters the pupils should draw chalk squares on the 
ground.

PREPARATION
Clear some space, so that the posters can be placed on the floor in 

the four corners (or some distance apart). There must be an aisle left 

between them. The children stand in the aisle.

PROBLEM SITUATIONS
The coordinator tells the children about hypothetical situations of 

school bullying

Examples:

Someone pushed me in the hallway.  

Someone made fun of my hair. 

Someone sent me an insulting message.*

Each child stands in one of the 4 corners.

QUESTIONS
After each situational example, the coordinator asks one of the children 

in each of the 4 corners how they felt when it happened. This happens 

without forcing the child to provide details. Once the game is over, by 

the end of the same day the children could write short essays about 

how the stories they heard will change their behavior.

*Ideally, the coordinator should use actual occurrences in the life of the class or school.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2018/Oleg Popov
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STEP BY STEP

15

6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Color paper

Scissors, pencils, crayons

Double-sided adhesive tape

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE 
FOR ANY MOMENT THROUGHOUT THE 
SCHOOL YEAR

ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS
THE HOMEROOM TEACHER, THE ART 
TEACHER

PURPOSE
THE CHILDREN WILL MAKE PRINTS OF 
THEIR OWN FOOTSTEPS AND WILL DISCUSS 
WHAT STEPS THEY CAN MAKE TOWARDS A 
SCHOOL WITHOUT BULLYING

This activity aims to help pupils trace their 
own steps against violence and join forces 
on the path to kindness and tolerance.
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Step by step 
6-9-year-olds

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
The children may also draw illustrations on the cutouts 

that can be attached to the wall above the color trail.

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
If more classes join in the activation exercise, the trail 

can lead from one classroom to the next, and on across 

the entire school building.

DESCRIPTION
1. Each child gets a sheet of color paper.

2. Using a pencil, they draw the outline of their 
own foot.

(They may also use store-bought footstep 
stencils, but the outlines of their own feet make 
the project more personalized.)

3. The children make cutouts of the footprints. 

4. The coordinator asks each child what they 
can do personally, even a tiny little step, to 
make sure there are no insults and bullying.

5. On the cutout of his/her foot, each child 
writes a description of their own step against 
violence.

6. The children also write their names on the 
color ‘footprints’.

7. The coordinator helps them arrange the 
footprints in such a way as to form a multi-
colored trail. This can be done on either the 
floor or the wall of the classroom.



A CHAIN OF FRIENDS
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6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Color paper

Scissors, glue

Markers/color pencils

‘Different’ words.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR 
ANY MOMENT THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL 
YEAR

ENGAGED PARTICIPANTS
THE HOMEROOM TEACHER, THE ART TEACHER

PURPOSE
DIFFERENT TOGETHER

The idea of this project is to show the children that the 

differences between them is something they should be 

proud of and value in their peers.
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A chain of friends 
6-9-year-olds

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
If the activation exercise is conducted with more than 

one class, the chains of friendship can connect the 

respective classrooms, and the children may write on 

their color strips what they like about their peers in the 

other class.

DESCRIPTION THE MESSAGE
• The children cut strips of color paper. 

• On strips of the same color they write 
qualities of their own that are unique and set 
them apart from everyone else.

• On strips of different colors they write what 
different characteristic features of their 
friends make them likable.

• The ends of the strips are then glued together 
to form a ring. 

• The chain starts with the child’s DISTINCTIVE 
FEATURES.

• Then it continues with the distinctive features 
of his/her friends.

• Each child links his/her own chain to those of 
others, until they grow into a class chain. 

• Once finished, the chain of friendship can be 
hung on the classroom wall.

Though each one of us is 
different, we are all part of 
the same community.



THE LETTER STORAGE BOX
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6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A large box or a cardboard shipping box

Letters or postcards

WHEN?
IT IS ADVISABLE TO SET UP THE LETTER 
STORAGE BOX AT THE START OF THE SCHOOL 
YEAR IN ORDER FOR THIS PRACTICE TO 
BECOME ESTABLISHED WITH TIME

COORDINATOR
THE HOMEROOM TEACHER OR  
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
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The letter storage box
6-9-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• From a cardboard shipping box or a large gift box 

make an improvised letter box with a slot for inserting 
notes.

• The children should take part in decorating the box.

• Once ready, the box is sealed with tape and only the 
coordinator will have the right to open it.

• The box is placed prominently in the classroom. 

• The coordinator explains to the children that anyone 
who has felt hurt or wronged by, or thinks that he or 
she might have wronged another child, can drop a 
note in the box with a message to that other child.

• The note need not describe the incident in detail but 
must be addressed to that other child in person. It 
may contain a description of the child’s hurt feelings 
when treated badly by another. Or the child who has 
wronged another child may describe what he or she 
likes about that other child. It may be a wishing-well 
card.

• Over time, children will muster the courage to be frank 
in their messages. 

• On the Friday of each week, the coordinator opens the 
box without the children present. 

• The coordinator will then hand out the cards to their 
addressees, in private, not in front of the class, ideally 
before they leave for the weekend.

PURPOSE
Sometimes children are aware they may have done something wrong but lack the strength to take responsibility. Or maybe 

they find it hard to confess to another child that they have felt hurt. When the messages are anonymous and not face-to-face, 

children find it easier to share their feelings or show kindness to the child they have hurt.



‘STEP BY STEP’  
CARDS

21

6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Cards made by children

Letter boxes

A reply from the management

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR 
ANY MOMENT THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL 
YEAR

It may be related to one of the major holidays when people 

traditionally exchange greeting cards.
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‘Step by Step’ cards
6-9-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• A collection box will be placed in the 

school for cards children will design for 
their peers who have become victims of 
school bullying.

• During homeroom class, higher grade 
pupils from a peer support group (where 
applicable) can be invited to explain to 
the younger children how to prevent 
instances of school violence. The school 
psychologist may also join in.

• In the cards, the pupils identify steps 
of encouragement that could help the 
children victims of bullying.

• After the campaign, the cards may be 
displayers on a wall designated for that 
purpose.

• At the end of the campaign, the school 
principal or the art teacher will send a 
Thank You card in response to a number 
of children or entire classes

TEMPLATE

COORDINATORS
PEER SUPPORT GROUP, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST

The coordinators prepare a box with ‘Step by step’ written 

on it and a set of cards to be sent in reply to individual 

children or whole classes.

© UNICEF/UN0348810/Nabrdalik VII
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THE ‘TALKING’ STICK

23

6-9-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF  
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A wooden or plastic stick

Color paper

Color strips

Glue

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR EVERY 
STAGE 
OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

It can be especially successful in the event of a conflict situation in 

the class or the school in general.

COORDINATORS
HOMEROOM TEACHER, PEER SUPPORT GROUP, SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGIST

The school counsellor or the higher grade pupils can moderate the 

activation exercise but the homeroom teacher must be committed 

to applying it in certain situations.
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A chain of friends 
6-9-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator tells the children the 

Native American legend of the ‘talking’ 
stick: It gave back to the most silent 
members of the tribe their voice. Thus 
anyone could share their ideas, concerns, 
joys or embarrassments.

• The coordinator gives the pupils a stick 
that has been chosen in advance for the 
activation exercise. 

• They decorate it according to their own 
taste with color paper, decals, and ribbons.

• The class stands in a circle. 

• The coordinator explains that now the 
stick is going to give each child a voice, 
and starts first to set an example. 

• Then the stick is passed round and each 
pupil who has it at the moment gets to 
share something with the class.

• If someone is reluctant to speak, then 
he or she just passes the stick on to the 
next participant. The coordinator does not 
pressure anyone. 

• The stick can make several rounds 
while the coordinator may direct the 
conversation towards one topic or another.

The talking stick stays with 
the tribe (the class) to give a 
voice to those who want to 
be heard.

BENEFITS
CONFLICT RESOLUTION

You can invoke this activity in different situations, 

including in case of a conflict between two or more 

pupils who have issues with hearing the other’s point 

of view.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2014/Maria Ivanova



Age group

10-13-YEAR-OLDS 
5TH-7TH GRADE

LIST OF ACTIVATION 
EXERCISES

27

29

31

33

35

37

39

41

43

45

47

A COLONY ON MARS

‘BUSTING’ STEREOTYPES

THE FOOTBALL

THE WALL OF WISHES

MY FEELINGS/YOUR FEELINGS

THE CLASS FAMILY TREE

CROSSING THE LINE

A SUPERCLASS OF SUPERHEROES

FRIENDLY BINGO

DETECTIVES

THE CHAIN REACTION MACHINE 25



Age group

10-13-YEAR-OLDS 
5TH-7TH GRADE

26

OPPORTUNITIES
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISES ENABLE CHILDREN 
IN THIS AGE GROUP TO FORM THEIR OWN 
OPINION  
WITH REGARD TO THE ISSUE OF  
SCHOOL BULLYING.

Also, they will be able to perceive and understand the feelings 

and sentiments of their classmates towards school bullying. 

Thus the class may build ‘group immunity’ against this adverse 

phenomenon.

DEFINE THE CONCEPT  
BEFORE THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE

A victim of bullying is any child who has repeatedly and continually 

been exposed to hostile acts on the part of one or more children 

whom the child is powerless to defend him/herself against.

FEATURES

Researchers

Test the limits

Seek reinforcement as adults

Ready for discussion

NECESSARY RESOURCES

The children in this age group need to 
be given a vote of confidence. Engaging 
them in conversation is a more effective 
strategy than feeding them facts.

The activation exercises for this age group are with an emphasis on pupils’ imagination and 
conversation skills. 

The children will be provoked to analyze problem situations as adults and to propose their own 
solutions.

Through these game-like activities they will become familiar with the need for rules in any 
community. They will reflect on their own rights and responsibilities and will find out when these 
violate other people’s rights.



A COLONY ON MARS
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF  
THE ACTIVATION  
EXERCISE
A virtual plan for a space colony 

Charter of Rights and Obligations

Principles of negotiation with 
extraterrestrial races

PURPOSE
THE CLASS WILL LAY DOWN THE RULES 
FOR SETTING UP A COLONY ON A DISTANT 
PLANET.

The pupils will discuss and identify their own priorities as 

regards the rights and obligations of the members of the 

group. Also, they will be practicing their negotiation and 

conflict resolution skills.
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A colony on Mars 
10-13 year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator explains the idea:
• The class must found a colony on Mars. 

Conditions are harsh, resources scarce. 
Therefore the colony must abide by 
rules of survival. The participants in 
the mission should help and support 
one another. Conflicts must be avoided 
at all cost, as they can be ruinous to 
the human colony. They should also 
figure out an approach to negotiate 
with the Martians – despite the huge 
differences between them, the colonists 
should seek common ground to identify 
their common interests and get closer 
together.

• The class splits into three groups:  
one to write the Charter of Colonists’ 
Rights; another – to draw up a list of 
obligations for the participants in the 
mission; and the third – a strategy for 
negotiating with the Martians.

• Then the groups discuss among 
themselves their ideas, trying to figure 
out which rules in all three categories 
are carved in stone and which are 
negotiable.

• The class then comes up with a joint 
idea for a Constitution of its Martian 
colony.

• The Charter of Rights and Obligations 
and the Rules of Negotiation are given 
a formal layout design using computer 
graphics in IT class.

• The participants may post them on the 
school website or in its official accounts 
in social media.

The pupils determine their own 
priorities with regard to the rights and 
obligations within the group. They 
practice their skills in pursuing dialog 
and seeking common interests with 
different people.

COORDINATORS
THE IT TEACHER, THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST/
HOMEROOM TEACHER, PEER SUPPORT 
GROUPS

This activation exercise requires the concerted efforts 

of several coordinators. The peer support group (where 

applicable) may propose the idea. The homeroom teacher/

school counsellor will explain the meaning of the Charter of 

Rights and the rules of negotiation and will help with their 

preparation.

The project will be given a graphic layout design in IT class. 

Again, the student helpers will cooperate in its promotion.

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS APPROPRIATE 
FOR ANY PHASE THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL 
YEAR. 

Suitable occasions are Constitution Day and the Day of 

Space Exploration. The activation exercise may also be 

planned to coincide with specific lessons in IT (creating PPT 

presentations, making videos and the like).



‘BUSTING’
STEREOTYPES
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Color balloons

Paper strips

Adhesive tape

Crayons

Adhesive labels

An ordinary needle/compass

Water (if needed)

PURPOSE
THE CHILDREN WILL BURST BALLOONS TO 
FIGURATIVELY BUST STEREOTYPES THAT UNFAIRLY 
LABEL PEOPLE OR SOCIAL GROUPS

The pupils are to learn the meaning of the notion of stereotype. 

They will discuss whether such an attitude is fair.

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST/THE HOMEROOM 
TEACHER

WHEN?
DURING THE WARM SEASON IF WATER IS TO BE USED
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‘Busting’ stereotypes 
10-13-year-oldsDESCRIPTION

• The children are divided into several groups.

• The coordinator starts the activation exercise 
by dividing the board into two zones, e.g.: 
BOYS vs. GIRLS.

• Each group does the same on a sheet of 
flipchart.

• The coordinator asks the children to write 
down words and phrases describing boys 
and girls, in the respective columns. 

• Then the pupils discuss the characteristic 
features proposed by each group.

• The coordinator asks questions: Do you 
agree? Would you change this statement? 
Does this apply to the other group? Is it fair to 
label all boys/girls in that way?

• The coordinator explains the meaning of the 
notion of stereotype and gives examples.

• In their groups the pupils discuss stereotypes 
they have either heard about or been 
subjected to.

• Each group selects the 3 most unfair ones 
and writes them down on a paper strip or 
label.

• The labels/paper strips are then glued to 
balloons that the children inflate or fill with 
water (if the activity is performed outdoors 
and the weather permits).

• Each group challenges the stereotypes it has 
come up with, arguing why they are unfair.

• If everyone agrees that an assertion is 
baseless and wrong, the respective balloon 
gets burst.

• In continuation of the activation exercise 
the coordinator may suggest that 
the participants write an essay about 
stereotyping in their school or class.

STEREOTYPES

‘Expectations, opinions and beliefs about 
a certain social group.
Stereotypes prompt us towards easy 
conclusions about people. But these are 
often wrong because they are based on 
generalizations and not on each person’s 
characteristic features. Most stereotypes 
are based on rumors and media-created 
images.
Sometimes they are used as an excuse 
for cruelty and prejudice.’



THE FOOTBALL
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE

A football

Color markers

WHEN?
AT ANY MOMENT THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL 
YEAR.

COORDINATORS
THE PE TEACHER/A PEER SUPPORT GROUP
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The football 
10-13-year-oldsDESCRIPTION

This activation exercise aims to provoke the 
pupils into talking over and reflecting on the 
subject matter, but primarily to persuade them 
to refrain from insults and violence whenever 
they play with the ball.

• The coordinator provides a new football and 
markers.

• He/she tosses the ball at each pupil asking a 
question about school bullying. Examples:

° Have you ever hurt a classmate (or been 
hurt by one) just for giggles?

° Have you ever insulted a person (or been 
insulted by someone) just because they/
you were weaker?

° Have you been (or made someone) the 
object of ridicule because of a failure in the 
sports field?

• In reply, each pupil must use just a single 
word as the image that describes the 
situation.

• The ball is then tossed back to the 
coordinator and the game continues.

• The idea is to maintain a brisk pace, so that 
the replies would come spontaneously.

• After the game is over, each child can write 
down or draw the most compelling image 
triggered in their mind.

The ball will remain in the gym, so that every time 
the pupils have PE class it would remind them 
of this activation exercise and the conclusions 
each one of them reached afterwards.

PURPOSE
SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND BULLYING ARE 
SOMETIMES CONNECTED WITH SPORTS.

This activation exercise is a good way to remind the 

children that in sports, as in life, there must be FAIR 

PLAY.



THE WALL OF WISHES
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Notice wall/board

Notices written by children

Videos and campaign 
materials

PURPOSE
TO ENGAGE THE CHILDREN IN THIS AGE GROUP IN A 
CAMPAIGN FOR A SCHOOL WITHOUT VIOLENCE

And to provoke them into thinking of and suggesting their own 

steps to deal with the problem in their school.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST/THE PEER SUPPORT 
GROUP

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2017
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The wall of wishes
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• A notice wall/board is set up.

• On it, every pupil or teacher can post a 
message (whether signed or anonymous) 
about what steps he or she would take to 
stop violence in their school.

• The school counsellors or members of the 
peer support groups discuss the issue with 
classes of grades 5 through 7.

• The pupils may use videos from the UNICEF 
website as part of the campaign against 
violence at school as a visual aid in their 
discussions.

• At the end of the school year the school 
will organize a general discussion with the 
participation of a nonviolence advocate and 
(optionally) a journalist, perhaps from a local 
news outlet, who would share his/her own 
observations on the issue. 

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
The coordinators encourage the children to post their 

appeals in the social media, together with a photo of 

the WALL OF WISHES. Thus the message will reach as 

many of their peers as possible.

https://www.unicef.org/bulgaria/%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D1%81%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%89%D1%83-%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%BE-%D0%B2-%D1%83%D1%87%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B8%D1%89%D0%B5
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ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Markers/crayons

Paper, magazines

Scissors, glue

A signaling device: bell or 
whistle

PURPOSE
RESPECT FOR YOUR OUR OWN AND OTHER 
PEOPLE’S FEELINGS

The children will identify and formulate their own feelings 

while at the same time learning to recognize and respect 

the feelings of others in the same situation. They will be 

encouraged to acknowledge that people may have different 

emotions in the same circumstances. And also, that there 

are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ feelings; everyone is free to have their 

emotions as the heart dictates.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST, THE HOMEROOM 
TEACHER, THE PEER SUPPORT GROUP

MY FEELINGS/
YOUR FEELINGS
10-13-year-olds

Naming one’s feelings is a basic skill 
for social and emotional learning.

© UNICEF/UNI220281/Pancic
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My feelings/Your feelings
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator presents the activation 

exercise. The pupils will explore their own 
feelings and will learn how the things they say 
or do can impact the feelings of another person.

• The class is divided into pairs. 

• The pupils in each pair stand facing away from 
each other.

• The partners in a pair are named A and B.

• The coordinator asks a question: ‘How would 
you feel if...?’

• The children have half a minute to think.

• On the coordinator’s signal they turn around and 
face each other.

• Pupil A must name the feeling he or she would 
experience in the situation described. Pupil B 
listens.

• On the coordinator’s signal the children again 
turn around to face away from each other.

• Then it is pupil B’s turn to name a feeling as 
pupil A listens.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS:
HOW WOULD YOU FEEL IF...

1. ...you scored a goal in PE class? 

2. ...whenever your parent came to the school, the 
children made fun of the way he or she looked or 
spoke?

3. ...no one wanted to sit beside you at lunch/play with 
you?

4. ...someone helped you deal with a problem?

5. ...someone you admired calls you a bad word?

5. ...someone told you they are sorry after having 
tripped you?

6. ...someone asked your advice?

7. ...someone you really like invited you over to their 

place?

THE CONCLUSIONS
EACH PAIR SELECTS THE STRONGEST 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE FEELINGS NAMED 

The children must illustrate those feelings on a sheet 

of paper. They may draw something, or cut out letters 

or photos from a magazine. The pairs present their 

projects explaining what feelings they have identified 

and why they have visualized them like this. The 

coordinator asks each pair whether the visualized 

feelings have been the same for both pupils. He/she 

goes on to explain that different people have different 

emotions. Even if we find something to be amusing, to 

others it may be offensive. The projects may be posted 

on the wall.

©  UNICEF Bulgaria/2021



THE CLASS
FAMILY TREE
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
HOOPS OR JUMPING 
ROPES

PAPER AND CRAYONS

MUSIC (e.g. the class’s 
favorite song that can be 
played on a smartphone)

PURPOSE
IN THIS ACTIVITY, THE PUPILS DRAW UP A CLASS FAMILY 
TREE PRESENTING EACH OF THEIR FAMILIES.

The idea is for the pupils to realize that all families are not the same: while 

some children have Mom and Dad, others have a single parent; some 

couples have one child, while in some households several generations of 

the same family live together; some children live with an adult who is not 

their biological parent. No type of family is better than another, and diversity 

is good! Children are often sensitive about their family and may become 

embarrassed by a description that differs from their own perceptions of it.

In this activation exercise the pupils will explore the idea of the family and 

what it means to different people. They will share among themselves how 

their families differ from one another and will create a family tree.
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The class family tree
10-13-year-oldsDESCRIPTION

• The coordinator hands out hoops/
jumping ropes to 5 children.

• When the music starts playing, they 
begin to look for a classmate with a 
family different from theirs. They may 
ask their peers about the number of 
children in their family, the color of their 
hair, if they live with their grandparents.

• When the music stops, the children with 
the hoops must invite a child with a 
different family into their hoop.

• The music starts again and the pair of 
children go looking for a third child with 
a different family.

• The first part of the game is over when 
the last child gets invited in someone’s 
hoop.

• Then the coordinator hands out sheets 
of paper and pencils.

• In the center of the sheet each child 
must write down the names of the 
members of his/her family, and along 
the edges of the paper, he/she must 
draw sketches of what makes their 
family unique, e.g. holidays, favorite 
foods and pastimes.

 Alternatively: The pictorial illustrations 
can be generated using computer 
graphics, if the children so prefer.

• On a large sheet of flipchart the children 
draw a tree and each child’s slip of 
paper is glued to its branches. This 
can be done directly on the whiteboard 
in the classroom or on the wall in the 
school corridor.

COORDINATORS:
HOMEROOM TEACHER,  
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST,  
PEER SUPPORT GROUP



CROSSING
THE LINE
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Color tape or chalk 
(if performed in the 
school yard)

PURPOSE AND MESSAGE
‘CROSSING THE LINE’ IS A COMPELLING DEMONSTRATION 
OF THE EFFECT OF PREJUDICE, RIDICULE, TEASING AND 
BULLYING

The purpose of this activity is to help pupils identify and get rid of the barriers 
that acts of malice and ill will create among them. It will help the children 
realize that they are not alone in their insecurity, fears and the challenges 
they face. The participants will understand the effects of prejudice, ridicule, 
teasing and other malicious behavior and will reflect on what it feels like to 
have crossed the limit.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
HOMEROOM TEACHER, PEER SUPPORT GROUP, SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGIST

It is advisable to also include the school counsellor in this activation 
exercise, so that he or she can help children in a highly emotional state by 
giving them assurances that sharing their feelings is healthy.
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Crossing the line
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• Using color tape (or chalk, if the activity is 

performed outdoors), the coordinator draws a 
line across the middle of the classroom.

• The coordinator warns the children that the 
activity is to be performed in silence, without 
laughter or talking. The discussion will be held 
afterwards. 

• It may provoke strong feelings like sadness or 
anger. The coordinator reminds the children 
that all feelings are important. And that they 
should show respect and concern for their 
peers’ feelings, so that every child would feel 
safe and secure.

• All children stand on one side of the line.

• The coordinator gives examples of 
upsetting situations and any child that 

has been in one of them must cross the 
line, turn around and face the children that 
remain behind the line.

• The coordinator urges all children to note 
who is on their side of the line and who has 
crossed over to the other side. 

• Then the coordinator asks them what it feels 
like to watch the children on the other side.

• After a brief pause, all children return to the 
common side of the line. And then they move 
on to the next situation.

• Following this activity, the children may be 
asked to write an essay about the strongest 
emotion they experienced and what 
they learned about themselves and their 
classmates.

SITUATION EXAMPLES:
MAY ANYONE CROSS THE LINE WHO...

1. ...has been insulted or made fun of.
2. ...has felt rejected for being a girl/boy.
3. ...has been insulted for being a girl/boy.
4. ...has heard it said that he or she cannot do one thing or 

another because he/she is too young/too old/a boy/a 
girl/from a different ethnic group.

5. ...has been ridiculed because of the color of his/her 
hair/eyes/skin.

6. ...has been teased because of his/her speech/accent/
language.

7. ...has heard it said that he/she must not cry/show 
emotion/be afraid.

8. ...has been made fun of because of his/her body 
weight/glasses/braces/clothes/height.

9. ...has been pressured by his friends to do something 
he/she has felt embarrassed of afterwards.

10. ...has ever been insulted or bullied but was too scared 
to tell.

11. ...has ever watched another child get hurt or bullied but 
was too scared to interfere.



A SUPERCLASS OF
SUPERHEROES
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Markers, tape, color paper

Masks and costumes 
made by the children 
themselves

Cutouts of superheroes

Crayons and white 
sheets of paper

PURPOSE
THIS ACTIVITY SHOULD RESULT IN RULES AND MODELS OF 
BEHAVIOR THAT THE CLASS SHOULD FOLLOW TO OPPOSE 
SCHOOL BULLYING.

The children will define what is ‘heroic’ behavior and how it would help their 

class. They will formulate their own internal rules of conduct and mutual 

support. They will lay down rules to remind themselves not to allow adverse 

social behavior.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE 
EARLY DAYS OF THE SCHOOL YEAR.

It will thus serve as a transition between the fun and games of the summer 

recess and the school routine. At the same time, it will lay down a set of 

positive rules for the class to abide by in the course of the school year.

COORDINATORS
HOMEROOM TEACHER/SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
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A superclass of superheroes
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator announces well in advance 

the date of the Superheroes Day when each 
pupil will have to present a hero (a character 
in a movie, comic strip or book) they admire.

• The students must share in advance who 
their hero is, so that the coordinator can 
prepare a printed cutout image for each of 
them.

• On Superhero Day the children can come to 
school wearing masquerade costumes or 
make their own masks from color paper.

• Everyone will receive a sheet of paper 
with the image of their chosen superhero. 
If several pupils have opted for the same 
character, they may work together as a 
group.

• The coordinator invites the children to think 
of a problem situation their superhero could 
encounter in the school and to figure out 
how he would handle it.

• Based upon that, they will devise a 
SUPERHERO CODE, e.g.:  
‘If Iron Man sees bullying in the hallway, he 
will not snap pictures with his phone but 
will immediately call for backup to help the 
victim.’

• Each child writes down the single or 
the three most important rules of their 
superhero on the sheet with his image.

• The rules are then discussed and those that 
are accepted by everyone are posted on the 
wall to remind the pupils of their mission: to 
be a Superclass of Superheroes.



FRIENDLY BINGO
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
FRIENDLY BINGO CARD

(Download here)

See the completed sample card 

and use if to explain the rules. The 

coordinators may decide to prepare 

alternative bingo cards.

PURPOSE
IN THIS ACTIVITY THE CHILDREN 
EXPLORE WHAT THEY HAVE IN COMMON 
AND WHAT SETS THEM APART AND 
LEARN TO APPRECIATE THE INDIVIDUAL 
QUALITIES OF OTHER PEOPLE.

The idea is for the differences between them to be 

shown as the means to victory. In the course of the 

game they will discover in what ways they are similar 

to, and differ from, their schoolmates, and will learn 

new things about them by asking questions.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
HOMEROOM TEACHER/SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST/PEER 
SUPPORT GROUP

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEeQiVExx8/a7w0utK7H2C-XrfHLcGowQ/view?utm_content=DAEeQiVExx8&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
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Friendly bingo
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator has prepared in advance a bingo card for each child in the class (he/she may also print 

out the sample card to explain the rules).

• The coordinator hands out the cards among the pupils and explains the rules:

° Each child ticks the box for the statement that applies to him/her.

° In each box he/she also writes the name of a classmate to whom the statement also applies.

° The children are given 10 minutes to complete the activity without discussing among themselves.

° Afterwards, on the coordinator’s signal, each child starts checking his/her answers while talking with 
the others and comparing cards with them.

° A correct answer is a box with a classmate’s NAME in it that the named classmate has TICKED for 
him/herself.

• The child who calls BINGO first is the winner.

• At the coordinator’s discretion, the game may continue until the 3rd or 5th BINGO.

THE CARD ALSO INCLUDES A 
CLASS RATING – FOR THE 
CHILDREN TO DETERMINE.

BINGO
A completed line or 
column.



DETECTIVES
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Color tape/chalk
Four large sketching pads
with inscriptions: 

Yes
No
Don’t know
Depends

PURPOSE
IN THIS EXERCISE THE PUPILS WILL PLAY DETECTIVES WHO 
IDENTIFY AND EXPOSE ACTS OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND 
BULLYING.

They will consider the roles and conduct of the ‘suspects’. They will be 

provoked to stand up to violence and bullying. They will know what action 

they can take if they witness or become victims of bullying.

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS 
SUITABLE FOR THE WARM MONTHS 
OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST/PEER 
SUPPORT GROUP
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Detectives
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator explains to the pupils what 

school bullying amounts to and how to recognize 
it when they see it.

• The four posters with statements written on 
them are placed in the four corners of the 
classroom (or the school playground if the 
activation exercise is conducted outdoors), 
reading: YES, NO, DON’T KNOW, DEPENDS.

• The detectives stand in the space between 
them.

• The coordinator tells them about ‘suspicious’ 
circumstances (see here) and the detectives 
select one of the four options.

• Then the coordinator outlines two concentric 
circles in chalk or red tape.

• In the inner circle the victim of bullying and the 
bully/ies stand.

• Everybody else is on the outside of the outer 
circle.

• They are given a choice: to remain passive 
onlookers or to raise their voice and enter the 
outer circle.

• The coordinator repeats the suspicious 
circumstances one more time.

• Anyone who believes they can take action 
should cross into the inner circle.

• Then the children in the inner circle turn 
around to face those outside and explain what, 
in their view, can be done.

SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND BULLYING
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
PHENOMENON

The victim of bullying repeatedly suffers the adverse 

actions of one or more other children. He or she cannot 

protect himself/herself.

The bully has real or imaginary power over the bullied 

child (e.g. is superior in age, size, popularity, role, 

belonging to a group, etc.).

Bullying may take different forms: physical, emotional 

(insults, humiliation), social (ostracism, spreading 

malicious rumors) and sexual harassment.

Bullying is a deliberate act.

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEeRMAGV5o/KhhubgXzz-2KfCVwp3I4lw/view?utm_content=DAEeRMAGV5o&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton


The chain  
reaction machine
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10-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Situation examples

Chain reaction

PURPOSE
IN THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE THE PUPILS WILL PRACTICE 
DIFFERENT RESPONSES, STARTING  
WITH ‘PASSIVE ONLOOKER’, AND ENDING 
WITH ‘SOMEONE WHO RAISES A VOICE’

The aim is for the children to analyze the role of passive onlookers in cases 

of school violence and bullying. They will identify options for response in 

such situations. They will practice when to intervene and when to seek to 

engage people in positions of responsibility.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

COORDINATORS
HOMEROOM TEACHER, PEER SUPPORT GROUP, SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGIST
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A chain reaction machine
10-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator explains to the pupils the 

difference between a ‘passive onlooker’ 
and ‘the person who raises his/her voice’ in 
cases of school violence and bullying.

• He/she explains that the fewer people stand 
idly by, the weaker the bully will become.

• The children divide into two groups and line 
up in two rows facing each other: these are 
the two chain reaction machines against 
school bullying.

• All parts of the machine stand with their 
arms extended forward.

• The coordinator invokes a situation example 
of bullying and touches the hand of a child 
selected at random.

• This sets in motion the reaction of one 
machine.

• The selected child must suggest a course of 
action in the relevant situation.

• Then the child touches the hand of the child 
next to him/her to activate him/her.

• The game continues until the children run 
out of ideas for reaction. When this happens, 
the machine breaks down.

• The coordinator invokes another situation for 
the other machine, the children in the other 
row.

• The idea is to keep the machine working for 
as long as possible without breaking down.

• The children learn that the more people 
renounce their role as ‘passive observers’ the 
easier it will be to resolve the issue of school 
bullying.

SITUATION EXAMPLES:
• Someone calls a classmate of yours a bad word.

• Someone is making you do something you don’t want to do.

• Someone is spreading rumors about a friend of yours.

• Someone is sending ugly messages.

• Someone tells you that you cannot join the game.

• Someone takes another child’s money.

• Someone pushes a child down the stairs.

©  UNICEF Bulgaria/2021



Age group

14-18-YEAR-OLDS 
8TH-12TH GRADE

LIST OF ACTIVATION 
EXERCISES

49

51

53

55

57

59

61

63

PAPARAZZI

SERIES OF FACTS/QUOTES

MAKE THE STEP!

PINK FRIDAY

PUBLIC SPEECH

SOCIOLOGISTS

VIDEO CLIP

DRAMATIC CONVENTIONS
49



50

FEATURES
RESPONSIBLE AND EXPERIENCED

The members of this age group can serve as role models for 

the younger pupils.

NECESSARY RESOURCES
TO TAKE THE INITIATIVE.

To find feasible and professional solutions. 

To be rewarded with gratitude.

SOLUTIONS
THIS AGE GROUP DESERVES YOUR TRUST IN 
SEEKING AND PROPOSING SOLUTIONS TO THE 
ISSUE OF SCHOOL BULLYING

In this activation exercise the pupils are free to choose a 

course of action and lead along. 

At this age, they have accumulated the experience, 

observations and knowledge about school bullying and 

violence. And they should be able to come up with an action 

plan about how to protect and advocate for their schoolmates 

and how to build a more secure environment for themselves 

and the others. The school management can consult with 

the children in this age group about what needs to be done 

to minimize and prevent school bullying.

This is also the most suitable age for forming peer support 

groups.

The pupils themselves could  devise 
exciting campaigns that would engage and 
entice all their peers to stand behind the 
proposed solutions.

Age group

14-18-YEAR-OLDS 
8TH-12TH GRADE

‘It is very likely that we adults will be 
amazed by some of the things, these 
children will propose and achieve.’



PAPARAZZI
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A still camera

A mobile phone

Social media

An exhibition

PURPOSE
THE IDEA OF THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS FOR THE 
PUPILS TO CAPTURE MOMENTS OF KINDNESS, CARE, PEER 
SUPPORT AND COMPASSION IN THEIR SCHOOL.

Studies show that showing examples of positive behavior is an effective way 

to encourage children to behave positively.

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE FOR THE SECOND 
SCHOOL TERM

COORDINATORS
The activation exercise may be coordinated by the Peer Support Group or the 

school counsellor with the consent and support of the school management.
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Paparazzi
14-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinators announce the initiative via the school’s 

social communication channels, on its website, in homeroom 
class, and in the school newsletter (where applicable).

• The pupils are provoked to seek out, notice and capture acts 
of kindness, care and mutual assistance in their school.

• A fixed time period is set for the campaign.

• Each participant posts the photos taken in his or her social 
media account with the hashtag of the school campaign.

• The photos may also be uploaded on the official channels of 
the school.

• The school management may consider setting up an 
exhibition of the best photos.

• The school management and the administration may 
organize media coverage of the authors and (where possible) 
of the characters of some of the photos.

Publishing the photos in the 
social networks will promote 
the initiative among other 
children in the school.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2018



SERIES OF FACTS/QUOTES
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
The school/class account in the 
social networks

Facts/quotes against school 
bullying

PURPOSE
WE USE QUOTATIONS TO TEACH AND EDUCATE AS AN 
EXCELLENT WAY OF CONVEYING INFORMATION WHILE 
AT THE SAME TIME INCREASING THE VISIBILITY OF THE 
PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTIONS. 

The social media postings are effective and compelling when supported 

with quotes as children are drawn to such brief yet meaningful, 

appropriate and engaging content. Besides, they are easy to find and the 

pupils themselves are fully capable of posting them. There are readily 

available databases of quotes. Such postings tend to garner many likes, 

repostings and quick sharings. Unlike other types of content, they also 

have a high potential of ‘going viral’.

WHEN?
IT IS ADVISABLE FOR THIS EXERCISE TO HAVE LONG-
TERM CONSISTENCY AND REGULARITY.

Ideally, such postings should appear every week (or every other week) in 

the social media.

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST AND/OR THE PEER SUPPORT 
GROUP

They should have admin rights for the social media profiles of the class/

school. Otherwise they should submit them to the admin for posting.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2017
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A series of facts/quotes
14-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The participants select facts or quotes against 

school violence and bullying OR in support of 
friendship and person-to-person relationships.

• Photographs are used to visualize the quotes 
for more impact. (The children know how to 
do it.)

• The quotes can be branded – either visually 
with the school logo (which is a bit more 
complicated in terms of graphic design), or by 
simply adding the name and website of the 
school.

• The coordinators may be the first to ‘share’ 
them, setting an example.

 SUGGESTION:  
Do not use condemnatory quotes!

ADDITIONAL  
BONUS EFFECT
Quotes have no ‘shelf life’, they can 
circulate in virtual space for years.



MAKE THE STEP!
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF THE 
ACTIVATION EXERCISE

FROM THE SCHOOL

A PANEL OF JUDGES

A MEETING

  PARTICIPANTS

  LOCAL JOURNALISTS

  С WITH THE ADDRESSEE 
OF THE ESSAY  

(where possible)

PURPOSE
TO PROVOKE THE ADOLESCENTS IN THIS 
AGE GROUP INTO REFLECTING ON THE 
ISSUE OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND PROPOSE 
UNORTHODOX SOLUTIONS.

The essays could produce ideas for new projects and activation 

exercises.

The contest can be held under the patronage of a local journalist 

or public figure, the mayor or other dignitaries.

AN ESSAY CONTEST
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Make the step!
14-18-year-olds

PINK SHIRT DAY
is an excellent occasion for the award 
ceremony, during which the winner and the 
protagonist of the essay would meet and the 
campaign would get good media coverage.

PURPOSE
It is recommended to announce the contest at the start of 

the school year. Thus the panel of judges will have plenty 

of time to review and grade the essays, and the school 

management, to prepare an award for the winner.

DESCRIPTION
• An essay contest is announced: the essays must 

be in the form of a letter to a celebrity on the 
topic of ‘A step towards a violence-free school’.

• The authors are provoked into suggesting 
innovative and positive solutions to the issue 
and challenging the person in a position of 
authority to implement them.

• The children get to decide themselves to whom 
to address their letter and what steps to urge 
the addressee to make.

• The panel is made up of journalists (from the 
local media) who are familiar with the genre 

of the essay and their involvement will bring 
publicity as added value to the contest.

• The winning entrant gets to meet the 
addressee of his or her winged letter or a 
person delegated to represent them at local 
level.

• The school principal and administration make 
sure that all letters reach their addressees.

• The school or selected popular pupils may 
promote the best ideas in their social media 
channels.



PINK FRIDAY
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF THE 
ACTIVATION  
EXERCISE
A pink element of the dress code

Social media 

Call-to-Action

PURPOSE
TO FOCUS ATTENTION ON THE PROBLEM OF SCHOOL 
VIOLENCE AND BULLYING

And to make symbolic but effective appeals for concrete and resolute 

action.

WHEN?
ON THE LAST FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH

COORDINATORS
PEER SUPPORT GROUP, 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
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Pink Friday
14-18-year-oldsDESCRIPTION

• The last Friday of each month is declared 
Pink Friday*. This means that all children 
are called upon to wear something pink: a 
garment, a hat, shoes, or to accessorize 
their outfit in pink 
as a sign of empathy for victims of 
bullying and a call to action against any 
form of violence.

• Such calls to action are formulated in 
advance by the pupil council or the peer 
support group and may be coordinated 
with the school psychologist or the 
principal.

• At the start of the week the coordinators 
post photos/videos in the social networks 
and invite their schoolmates to follow 
them on Friday.

Example: A photo of a pupil in a pink hat, 
captioned: This Friday I’ll be wearing pink in 
support of a classmate who was pelted with 
food in the cafeteria. I ask you to join in Pink 
Friday to show the bullies that there is no 
room for bullying and insults in this school.

• All children are called upon to post photos 
of Pink Friday in their own social media 
accounts.

• The teachers are also invited to join in.

• Bolder calls to action (e.g.: We call upon 
the Minister of Education to...) may be 
posted on the website of the school.

BONUS EFFECT
The photos and the calls-to-action posted in 
the social media are visible to other children 
and schools, who can join in the activation 
exercise or adapt it to their needs.

*Pink Shirt Day is the other name for World Anti-Bullying Day. It has been marked since 2007, when two Canadian boys stood behind a classmate who 
was bullied for having come to school wearing a pink coat. They also donned pink T-shirts and urged everyone else in the school to do so. This day is 
marked every year on the last Wednesday in February by the symbolic wearing of a pink T-shirt.

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2017



PUBLIC SPEECH
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF  
THE ACTIVATION  
EXERCISE
Coach

Data about violence in 
Bulgarian schools

Anecdotal evidence

Presentation equipment

For this activation exercise, the 
school must provide access 
to computers, the internet and 
a classroom or other room 
with multimedia presentation 
facilities.

The pupils will receive templates 
for planning a public speech. 
They will create their own 
infographics based on the 
available data, anecdotal 
evidence and statistics, using 
PowerPoint, an LCD projector, a 
white board etc., all provided by 
the school.

PURPOSE
PUPILS WILL ACQUIRE THE SKILLS TO BE GOOD 
PUBLIC SPEAKERS AND MAKE PRESENTATIONS WHILE 
COACHING THEIR PEERS ON THE IMPORTANT SUBJECT 
OF SCHOOL BULLYING.

The pupils will internalize good public speaking practices and the skills 

to engage their audience. They will reflect on the evidence and the 

stories related to school violence. They will prepare a presentation on 

the subject. They will deliver a statement to their classmates, supported 

with visual aids and interaction with the audience. 

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT, THE COUNSELLOR

A group of the more proactive pupils will provide, with help from the 

teachers, a copy (in electronic format or hard copy) of the aggregated 

statistical data about violence in the Bulgarian schools with anecdotal 

evidence about specific cases (using aliases for the persons involved). 

Similar data can also be obtained from the UNICEF website, or the 

coordinators could contact a UNICEF expert for assistance. The 

Bulgarian language/literature teacher or a local communications expert 

may provide guidelines for public speaking.

WHEN?
AT THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

The activation exercise can be conducted towards the end of the second 

school term, but preparations should be set in motion as early as the 

start of the school year, so that children would have time to learn and 

prepare.
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Public speech
14-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The coordinator announces the activation 

exercise and makes available to those 
willing to join in as speakers everything 
necessary for preparing their speeches. 

• Data and statistics – the participants 
must present these in a compelling 
format. 

• Anecdotal evidence – the pupils will 
choose whether to include any in their 
public speech, what and how. 

• In the process of preparing their 
speeches the participants will be coached 
in public speaking by an expert of their 
own choice whom they will have invited 
for the purpose. 

• The external expert’s visit can also be 
used as an opportunity for a discussion 
on the subject of violence in Bulgarian 
schools. 

• The visiting lecturer can be a guest of 
honor at the delivery of the prepared 
speeches and confer awards on the best 
presenters.

As an opportunity for additional practice, 
the speakers may also deliver their 
speeches before 
younger audiences in the lower grades.

USEFUL TIPS
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES THE SPEAKERS 
COULD USE IN PREPARING THEIR PUBLIC 
SPEECH

• Plan well! A structured speech sounds more logical and 

convincing. You can use these resources. 

• Once you have done your research and have collected 

theses, supporting arguments and examples, you can 

structure your speech in accordance with this sample 

pattern. Make your presentation showing creativity!

PRACTICE IN FRONT OF A MIRROR 
OR FILM YOURSELF WITH YOUR PHONE!

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEeWvJOvws/J2zDHwho_dlFeIk0whaBVw/view?utm_content=DAEeWvJOvws&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEeW6aDZTc/c9KVdkbMIVVpkqNw9SB3Lg/view?utm_content=DAEeW6aDZTc&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEeW6aDZTc/c9KVdkbMIVVpkqNw9SB3Lg/view?utm_content=DAEeW6aDZTc&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton


SOCIOLOGISTS
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Survey

Computers 

The website and official social 
media accounts of the school

PURPOSE
THE PUPILS WILL CONDUCT THEIR OWN SOCIOLOGICAL 
SURVEY ABOUT SCHOOL VIOLENCE.

Based upon the available data, they will conclude at what age and in which 

grade the problem is the most acute and where to find the greatest potential 

for its lasting resolution.

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION IS SUITABLE FOR THE SECOND TERM.

At that stage, the pupils will have accumulated enough impressions and will 

be in a position to make conclusions and recommendations.

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST, THE MATH TEACHER,
THE IT TEACHER, A SOCIOLOGIST

The activation exercise should be conducted with the approval and 

cooperation of the school management. The math teachers and IT teachers 

must join in with guidance about how to compile and visualize statistical 

data. A professional sociologist may also be invited to deliver a lecture.
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Sociologists
14-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• With the assistance of the school 

sociologist or the peer support group, 
the pupils formulate questions for the 
survey.

• With the assistance of the math 
teacher, they create a model of a 
(relatively) representative survey, 
agreeing among themselves how many 
pupils from each grade and class they 
should question in order for their data 
to be valid for the school as a whole.

• At this point, the school may organize 
a visit to a polling agency or attend a 
lecture by a professional sociologist.

• The school management will assist 
with the printing of the questionnaires 
for the survey.

• The questionnaires must be completed 
voluntarily and anonymously.

• The pupils may drop the completed 
questionnaires into a special ballot box 
to keep their identity secret.

• The IT teacher helps the children with 
the data processing and visualization.

• With the help of the school counsellor, 
the pupils summarize the findings of 
the survey.

• The survey may be posted on the 
website of the school or in its social 
media accounts.

The school management may use the 
conclusions of the survey to introduce changes 
or innovations as deemed necessary.



VIDEO CLIP
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A telephone with a camera

An editing program for 
training purposes 

Stories told by the pupils

Social media
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Video clip
14-18-year-olds

• The pupils prepare a case study based on 
actual incidents of school violence.

• They need to visualize it with a brief (up to 3 
min) video.

• The video is filmed using a smartphone or an 
amateur camera (where available).

• What parts and aspects of the story they film 
is up to them.

• They must also select a suitable soundtrack 
for the video.

• The video must end with a brief message 

from its authors, whether shown as a subtitle 
or in voiceover.

• The IT teacher helps with the editing of the 
video or the pupils themselves use the editing 
apps on their devices.

• The finished videos are then uploaded in the 
social media accounts of the pupils.

• The pupils may send their videos to 
the UNICEF offices asking that they be 
distributed through the social media channels 
of the organization.

DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE
THE PUPILS WILL CREATE A VIDEO CLIP BASED ON A TRUE STORY ABOUT SCHOOL VIOLENCE 
AND WILL SEND THEIR OWN MESSAGE

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE SECOND TERM

COORDINATORS
THE PEER SUPPORT GROUP, THE IT TEACHER, THE SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST



DRAMATIC CONVENTIONS
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14-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A drama troupe

A script 

Performance

PURPOSE
DRAMATIC CONVENTIONS ARE A GOOD WAY TO HIGHLIGHT 
AND EXPLORE THE ISSUES OF SCHOOL BULLYING AND 
VIOLENCE.

The art of drama is a particularly useful tool when dealing with vulnerable 

young people. It gives the participants the freedom to express and 

develop their viewpoint on the issue. Drama can be used for acquiring 

‘experience’ or can help the pupils understand the context in which 

violence occurs while cultivating in them empathy for the protagonists 

and the situations they are in.

Drama may encourage pupils to experiment with questions, challenges and 

persuasion. Through role play they will develop their speaking and listening 

skills. Thus they will be able to explore problem cases as though they have 

experienced them themselves.
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Dramatic conventions
14-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
This activation exercise may be conducted 
in different ways, depending on the interests 
and resources of the pupils and the school.
The participants may work on individual 
scenes as illustrations of school bullying or 
create an entire script of their own for a full-
blown play on the subject.
One of the suitable dramatic conventions 
for building a scene is RETROSPECTION. It 
creates context, showing how the problematic 
occurrence came about, how the problem 
can be resolved or how it can develop further.

• The participants stand in a circle.

• The coordinator directs everyone to stand 
still in a posture that depicts an act of 
school violence.

• Nothing should be stage managed: the 
pupils should be left to choose all by 
themselves the role and act they wish to 
perform.

• The coordinator explains that when he/
she claps his/her hands, the children must 
start walking silently, in slow motion, to the 
place where they think their character was 
at the onset of the problem situation.

• Then they return to the point where the 
violence occurred.

• Then, again in slow motion, they proceed 
to demonstrate how, in their view, the 
problem situation will continue and come 
to an end.

• The individual scenes can be used as a 
subject for discussion, as the basis for a 
full play or in role play sessions.

COORDINATORS
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS 
THE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

The organizers may also invite an actor to inspire and 

advise the pupils.
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Dramatic conventions
14-18-year-olds

SAMPLE SCENARIOS FOR THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE
USE SOME OF THESE IDEAS FOR BRIEF SCENES OF THE PLAY

Location: The school playground. 

Props: None. 

Characters: The Braggart and the Jealous Guy

The group is divided into pairs. In each pair one of the partners 

is the Braggart, the other, the Jealous Guy. The participants 

improvise a scene where the Braggart starts bragging and 

the Jealous Guy turns green with envy. They can use the 

following themes to brag about: clothing, cars, parents, being 

smart or a ‘teacher’s pet’, belonging to a different ethnic 

group/religion.

Location: The school cafeteria 

Props: Tables, plates and bowls 

Characters: The Cool Ones and the Not-so-Cool Ones

The COOL ONES are but a small group of all participants. Two 

Cool Ones enter the cafeteria and strike up a conversation 

(on a random subject that, in their view, identifies them as 

Cool Ones). Part of the others also enter and try to join the 

Cool Ones at their table. The pupils themselves choose how 

to do the scene: whether to include or to exclude the Not-so-

Cool Ones from their conversation and social circle.

At one point the coordinator stops the improvization and 

asks other pupils to get in character and continue acting the 

scene according to their own views.

Location: Park 

Props: Skateboard 

Characters: The Skateboarder, the Friends

The Friends are in the park. The Skateboarder, whom they 

do not know, approaches them. They try to drive him ‘off 

their turf’ and even to confiscate his skateboard. On the 

coordinator’s signal, the action stops. The coordinator 

assigns to one of the Friends a new role: to decline to join in 

the aggression. The pupils improvise how this would affect 

the situation as a whole.

WHEN?
THE ACTIVATION EXERCISE SHOULD 
COMMENCE AT THE START OF THE SCHOOL 
YEAR SO THAT THE PARTICIPANTS WOULD 
HAVE TIME TO PRACTICE THE CONVENTIONS



SUITABLE FOR ALL 
AGE GROUPS
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LIST OF ACTIVATION 
EXERCISES

VIRAL – CHALLENGE

FLYING MESSAGES

FORUM THEATER

69

71

73



VIRAL
CHALLENGE

69

10-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
CHALLENGE

Formulated to suit  
a specific occasion

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook 
TikTok 
Instagram

INFLUENCERS AND ADVOCATES
They speak up on  
the more significant causes

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE  
FOR EVERY PHASE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

It can be related to certain holidays or prominent dates on the calendar 

(e.g.: On National Awakening Day: Let’s awaken everyone to the problem 

of school violence. On April Fools’ Day: a fools’ challenge).

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR, 
THE PEER SUPPORT GROUP

© UNICEF Bulgaria/2018
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Viral challenge
10-18-year-olds DESCRIPTION

• This can be done in the simplest way 
possible: in case of violence against a 
child in the school, the pupil helpers post 
their own photos in the social media 
with a hashtag #IAmHim/Her and the 
message: ‘Don’t be a wimp. Step in if 
you see someone being bullied!’

• The challenge may be a sports event, 
e.g. I shall do the 100-meter dash in 
less than ?? seconds against school 
violence.

• Or a serial activity – e.g.: Every day 
this week I shall do the 10,000 step 
#MarchAgainstSchoolViolence, and 
a screenshot of the smartphone step 
counter app OR a short video clip on 
TikTok.

• It may also be artistic: – HE WHO SINGS 
THINKS NO EVIL – with a lip-synch of a 
favorite song on TikTok.

• The coordinators signal the start of the 
activation exercise.

• Each challenges another couple of 
pupils to follow them, tagging them in 
their positing and thus spreading the 
cause.

THE INFLUENCERS
THE PUPILS MAY CONTACT AN INFLUENCER 
OF THEIR CHOICE AND INVITE THEM TO BE AN 
ADVOCATE OF THEIR CAUSE.

The influencers join in the challenges to give publicity to the 

significant causes.



FLYING
MESSAGES
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6-13-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF  
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
Kites (made by the children or store-bought)

A large school playground/public park

WHEN?
THIS ACTIVATION EXERCISE IS SUITABLE 
FOR LATE SPRING-EARLY SUMMER

It can be conducted in the final days of the school 

year.

COORDINATORS
THE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT,  
HOMEROOM TEACHERS,  
PEER SUPPORT GROUPS

PURPOSE
TO CELEBRATE DIVERSITY AND TO SEND A CLEAR 
AND POWERFUL MESSAGE  
AGAINST SCHOOL VIOLENCE

The idea is for the different kites to symbolize diversity among 

pupils and classes while at the same time sending the message 

that each person is colorful, beautiful and unique, and that they 

deserve to be liked for what they are.
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Flying messages
6-13-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• Kite Flying Day is organized by the 

school management

• Homeroom teachers and pupils from the 
special interest clubs and peer support 
groups join in the preparation.

• On a fine spring or early summer day, all 
children from the school gather in the 
school yard or in one of the public parks.

• Every child brings a kite, whether 
made by him/herself or store-bought. 
(Alternatively, if not every child can bring 
their own kite, there is the option of 
having one kite per class.)

• The children write messages in marker 
on the kites against school bullying and 
violence.

• Photos with the campaign hashtag are 
posted in the social media.

BONUS EFFECT
CONDUCTED WITH THE COOPERATION OF THE 
SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

The media may be invited to provide coverage of the festive 

occasion especially in smaller towns the local media would be 

interested. 

Thus the campaign messages will reach a wider audience.

This activation exercise may 

provide a moving finale to 

a campaign against school 

violence in the course of one 

full academic year, becoming 

a festive occasion for all 

pupils and teachers, and why 

not parents as well.



FORUM THEATER
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10-18-year-olds

ELEMENTS OF 
THE ACTIVATION 
EXERCISE
A room for rehearsals

A large hall for the performance

PURPOSE
TO DEMONSTRATE IN A COMPELLING WAY THE 
EXPERIENCES OF PUPILS WHO HAVE BECOME VICTIMS 
OF SCHOOL BULLYING AND VIOLENCE.
To empathize with every participant who has been involved in a situation 
of school bullying, by reenacting on stage an actual story drawn from 
the school life. To use the resource of group intelligence in order to seek 

concrete solutions to counter school bullying and violence.

WHEN?
TOWARDS THE END OF THE SECOND TERM
It is recommended that the preparations for the activation exercise 
commence earlier on, leaving enough time before the final performance.

COORDINATORS
MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL  
DRAMA CLUB 

EXTERNAL FACILITATOR  
FORUM THEATER*

SCHOOL COUNSELORS

* The school may contact UNICEF experts for a referral to a forum theater facilitator, if they have no ideas of their own.
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Forum Theater
10-18-year-olds

DESCRIPTION
• The Forum Theater performance is best 

created as a long-term work process (in 
the course of 3-4 workshops) with a steady 
group of volunteers (6-15 people) at its core.

• During the preparatory workshops, under the 
guidance of a Forum Theater facilitator, the 
participants will become involved in activities 
aimed at unleashing their spontaneity and 
acting talents.

• In the process of preparation, pupils will 
share stories of school bullying they have 
been involved in or witnessed.

• The group will select one story that is 
relevant to the broadest circle of young 
people.

• The pupils develop a script for the 
performance from the real-life story based on 
anecdotal evidence they have selected.

• The young people assign the roles amongst 
themselves and produce a Forum Theater 
show.

• A public performance of the Forum 
Theater show is then organized, which all 
schoolmates, parents and teachers are 
invited to attend.

• During the performance, anyone from the 
audience can be invited by the facilitator 
to play one of the roles in order to try and 
change the course of events with a view to 
averting violence.

FOR THE ENTIRE SCHOOL
ALL PUPILS, TEACHERS AND PARENTS WILL BE THE AUDIENCE TO THE PERFORMANCE




